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The transport capacity of an urban railway line can be increased in many different ways. For planners and 

infrastructure managers it is vital to have all the tools available that allow choosing the most cost-effective 

solution among all the possibilities. This selection process can be complex sometimes and deciding how the 

available capacity should be increased is an important decision with significant financial consequences. 

In this paper new transport capacity indicators suitable for urban lines are presented; that can be used as a 

guide by decision-makers to help them decide on infrastructure capacity improvements. The indicators ease the 

process of deciding among different alternatives by considering the specific capacity improvement they involve 

individually. 

The model uses a railway simulator that allows obtaining the minimum departure-arrival itinerary times in the 

station under study. It has been applied to a case study in a suburban commuter line in Barcelona. Specifically, 

to the station of Provença that is a station with long Dwell Times during rush hour and belonging to the Spanish 

railway operator FGC. 

This case demonstrates the indicators application and contributions; it also shows that it would be possible to 

extend the same kind of study to other nodes allowing the systematization of their capacity improvement by 

fine-tuning their signaling system. 
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. Introduction: capacity improvements in urban railway lines 

The demand for urban transport will increase in 95% until 2050,

specially in developing countries where cities are expected to growth

ugely in size. Urban dwellers will rise from 4 to 6.4 billion people

uring the aforementioned period (OECD, 2017 ). 

Railway is one of the most efficient modes of urban public trans-

ortation and it has seen an impressive technological improvement dur-

ng the last few decades. Looking into the future, railway is expected

o be a cornerstone to alleviate congestion problems in big cities and

etropoles all around the globe. 

Specifically, demand for railway urban transport is expected to in-

rease 60% and this rise will put a lot of pressure on current infrastruc-

ure. Therefore, city planners and infrastructure managers will have to

ake complex decisions in order to increase the capacity of current rail-

ay networks. Building completely new infrastructure as well as the use

f different rolling stock that allow more capacity are options on the ta-

le, but they are quite expensive ones. Also, they tend to be constrained
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y political momentum and funding, the rhythm of which is usually not

ynchronized with social needs. 

But, before engaging in lengthy and costly upgrading processes, there

re other easier and convenient options that need to be analyzed. Trans-

ort capacity limitations in railway networks are caused to a great ex-

ent by high dwell times at stations especially in high density urban

ines. These dwell times at stations can be harmful to capacity availabil-

ty particularly during the rush hour when a great number of passengers

ake use of the service. An extended dwell time for a particular train

an disrupt the following one; that train will have to reduce its speed or

ven come to a complete stop. This situation happens because the mini-

um departure-arrival itinerary times (I DAmin ) required between trains

ollowing each other are not fulfilled, and then the following train is

oo close to the previous one and its movement gets disrupted. So, it be-

omes key to improve the departure-arrival itinerary times at the station

n order to improve the capacity at each of them. This is the main con-

ribution of this work and it represents a new take on railway capacity

mprovement. 
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u  
I DAmin represents the minimum interval corresponding to the time

assed between the start of the movement of the first train from a sta-

ion until the stop in the same station of a following train without any

isturbance caused to the second train by the signaling system. So that

n increase of one more second in the moment of departure of the first

rain would start causing disruption to the following train. 

In the railway environment different types of capacity are typically

sed ( Abril et al., 2008 ). Theoretical Capacity (see Eq. (1 )) is the maxi-

um value that could be obtained in a line under ideal conditions with-

ut any existing delays. Practical Capacity considers some additional

uffer times that are introduced in the timetable to absorb possible de-

ays so that a more realistic measure of line capacity is offered. But it is

till a fixed value that does not fully account for disruptions and delays

ince it considers that trains are not disrupted by the signaling system. 

However, during real line operation in urban lines traffic can be het-

rogeneous and service disruptions and delays are often suffered. These

isruptions are quite common during the rush hour in urban lines close

o saturation; therefore, it is necessary to take these situations into ac-

ount when it comes to system design. 

In the aforementioned situation, trains travel in disrupted conditions

aused by the signaling system and the measures of Theoretical and

ractical Capacity of the line are not useful anymore since these mea-

ures are not enough to account for slowdowns caused by the signaling

ystem that control the flow of trains throughout the line. Therefore, it

s necessary to define new Capacity Indicators for urban lines that are

seful to characterize urban railway installations where it is frequent to

ave trains travelling in disturbed conditions. The definition of this new

apacity Indicators is the challenge addressed by the present work. 

The following parts of the paper are organized as follows. A revision

f state of the art of the literature is shown in Section 2 . A Model to

alculate disturbed capacity indicators using a rail simulator and real

ata coming from the actual installation is presented in Section 3.1 .

he developed Model and its resolution are presented in Section 3.3 .

he obtained results and discussion are shown in Section 4 . And finally,

ection 5 is dedicated to the conclusions of the paper. 

. Literature 

Some authors present different methods to evaluate between several

ransport improvement alternatives like Nalmpantis et al. (2019) who

resent an application of a Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)

ethod: The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). That method is based

n expert’s evaluation to allow deciding among different transport im-

lementations. 

For its part, Luteberget et al. (2019) present a verification technique

nd tool to be used at the design phase of the installation to assess its

apacity; this allows processing different design solutions to choose the

ptimal one. 

In Haramina and Talan (2018) the feasibility of a new timetable so-

ution in a suburban line to be expanded from single to dual-track line is

alidated. They perform several iterations in station areas to obtain the

esired results and also applied different simulation scenarios to vali-

ate their conclusions. 

In Burdett (2016) is presented an analytical model suitable to iden-

ify capacity expansions in railway systems considering track duplica-

ions and subdivisions of sections. The model allows to decide in each

ase which design approach is more effective and also is of application

o new railway networks. 

In Ljubaj et al. (2017) the authors present an analysis of the bottle-

ecks of a line with the aim of increasing its capacity utilization without

esorting to expensive new investments. The use of a simulator allows

he assessment of different situations and changes in the infrastructure.

jubaj et al. (2018) displays a similar approach allowing the selection

nd discard of different line upgrade alternatives according to their jus-

ification in terms of capacity increase. In Ljubaj et al. ( 2019 ) a double-

rack line and its planned upgrade to allow for bi-directional traffic are
2 
nalyzed and simulated in order to assess the economic feasibility of the

ine upgrade. 

Macroscopic models used to analyze the future capacity of networks

sing forecast data are presented in Reinhardt et al. (2018) . The models

an be used to find bottlenecks under different demand scenarios and

o choose between a set of possible capacity expansions, helping proper

lacement of future railway infrastructure investments. 

In Jensen et al. (2017 a model to calculate railway infrastructure

ccupation and capacity consumption by using a stochastic simulation

f delays is presented. It is applied to different scenarios and it does

ot require a timetable, allowing optimization of the infrastructure by

onsidering different train sequences. 

Additionally, several works have been published related to the mod-

lling of disturbed railway systems. In Abril et al. (2008) the au-

hors show a summary of the different methods available to calcu-

ate railway capacity; also, it shows some simulation methods that

llow the reproduction of train interactions and knock-on delays. In

uang et al. (2019) the authors review the disturbances in high-speed

ines and considering train interval, disturbance length, occurrence time

nd disturbance influence; they present a model based on K-Means clus-

ering that allows analyzing disturbances in real-time operation. 

A mesoscopic simulation method that allows calculating values of ca-

acity at stations is proposed in Zhong et al. ( 2018 ). It also considers the

resence of random disturbances although only of train and operation

elays. 

In Zieger et al. (2018) the authors present a simulation model to

nalyze the influence of buffer times distributions on capacity and level

f service (expected waiting time for trains). The model is also compared

o the STRELE framework to assess its validity and differences. 

An approach to simulate a single direction suburban railway system

ased on the Nagel-Schreckenberg model is showcased in Becker and

chreckenberg (2018) . This approach uses a cellular automaton with

he application of stochastic dwell times; this was previously used to

eproduce jamming effects in roads. 

In Shekhar et al. (2019) the authors demonstrate a railway junction

imulator with mixed traffic based on Python. It uses graph theory to

imulate the junction and select the best path available to traverse it

nd identify existing bottlenecks. It also allows comparing the effects of

hanges in the infrastructure. 

The concept of dynamic capacity consumption is introduced in

overde et al. (2013) ; random distributions of delays are used to model

eal-life operations to simulate disturbed conditions. A modular dis-

atching system based in a microscopic model of the line under test

s shown. 

In Ga š parík et al. (2018) a simulator based on RailSys is presented. It

llows simulating railway lines with mixed traffic and introducing dif-

erent delays into the system with the aim of calculating the line capacity

alue. 

In this paper, indicators designed to guide capacity improvements in

rban lines with high occupancy stations are presented. Their specific

oal is the removal or impact reduction of bottlenecks in stations that

educe the overall capacity of the line. Also, the presence of service

isruptions due to hindered circulations during the rush hour and their

ffects has been considered in the indicators design. 

These novel indicators ease the decision-making process required

hen it comes to making investments on the infrastructure to guide

apacity enhancements. When different scenarios are presented to the

nfrastructure manager, having the proper tools to choose among them

esults in a long-term very valuable asset. 

. Disturbed capacity model 

.1. Model description 

In this section, a model to calculate disturbed capacity indicators

sing a rail simulator and real data coming from the actual installation
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Fig. 1. Disturbance measurement for two consecutive trains. 
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Fig. 2. Train 2 running time (y-axis) versus increase of dwell time of train 1 

(x-axis) after the T BTP limit values. 

Fig. 3. Example of normalized statistical frequency of T BT > 0 accumulated 

values (y-axis) versus Increase of Dwell Time of Train 1 (x-axis) after the T BTP 

limit value. 

Fig. 4. Model flow chart. 
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s proposed. The Theoretical Capacity associated to the passage of trains

n trains per hour through a station of a metro line is obtained as: 

 = 

3600 
𝐻 𝑚𝑖𝑛 

(1)

Where: 

H min = I DAmin + DT [s] 

DT: Dwell Time [s] 

I DAmin : Minimum interval for 2 trains at a station [s] 

H min : Minimum Headway [s] 

C: Theoretical Capacity [t/h] 

This model allows considering disturbances in nodes and the process

f choosing between different signaling solutions. 

This model uses as a measurement of disturbance between two con-

ecutive trains considering the time of departure of those two trains from

wo consecutive nodes (A and B): 

 𝐵𝑇 = 𝑇 𝐵𝑇𝑃 − 

(
𝑇 𝐷2 𝐵 − 𝑇 𝐷1 𝐴 

)
(2)

here: 

T D1A = Time of departure of 1st train from station A 

T D2B = Time of departure of 2nd train from station B 

T BTP = Limit of difference between departure times of two trains

from two consecutive nodes; times lower than this value imply a

disturbance to the movement of the second train 

T BT = Difference of Departure Times between two consecutive trains

from two consecutive stations 

During nominal performance trains depart from the station B and

rrive to station A without being disturbed through the signaling system

y any previous train, with T D2B -T D1A > T BTP . As T D2B -T D1A gets reduced

he following train of the pair starts to be disturbed by the previous

ne (T D2B -T D1A ) < T BTP and T BT > 0. This situation is presented when for

xample Train 1 increases its dwell time at the station B. Therefore, the

 BT value when positive shows that two trains are running under their

imit of disturbance and its value denotes for how many seconds that

imit is being surpassed. So, it is a measurement of disturbance between

wo consecutive trains. 

The following chart shows the running time between the departure

f a train from Station B and its arrival to Station A as a function of the

ncrease in Dwell Times beyond the point when the movement of the

econd train gets disturbed by the first one in Station A. For values of

 BT smaller than 0 the time of movement of the second train is constant

ince the movement of the train is not hindered by the signaling system

ecause there is enough distance between both trains to run without

isturbing each other. 

From T BT > 0 the movement of the second train is affected by the

ignaling system, increasing therefore its time of movement. In T BT = 0

he Theoretical Capacity value can be found, that is the Capacity value

hat allows trains to move as close as possible without affecting each

ther. In this point the difference between the departure of the first train

rom A Station and the arrival of the second one to the same station is

 DAmin , which offers the minimum headway without disturbance. 

Note that when the T BT value reaches a certain value the train suffers

 complete standstill due to the action of the signaling system ( Fig. 2 ,

 of 32s). After this value the graph of running time is a straight line

ith an angle of 45º, because for every extra second of T BT the train

s stopped one more second due to the action of the signaling system
3 
hat stops it for one additional second. This increases for one second its

unning time to the next station. 

For values of T BT higher than 0 the values of Theoretical Capacity are

ot useful anymore because the trains are moving in disturbed condi-

ions. As an evolution to Eq. (1 ), in those situations where T BT is higher

han 0 the new indicator of Disturbed Capacity is defined as: 

 𝐷 = 

3600 
𝐻 𝐷 

(3) 

here: 

HD = I DAP + DT 

DT: Dwell Time 

I DAP : Average Disturbed Interval 

HD: Average Disturbed Headway 

I DAP is the average value of the disturbed departure-arrival interval,

t can be calculated as the expected value of the statistical distribution
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Fig. 5. Map of FGC Barcelona-Vallès line. 

Fig. 6. Simulator operation process. 
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f 𝐼 𝐷𝐴 for values of T BT > 0. This distribution is produced during the

eal service of the line during the period of time under analysis (for

xample during the rush hour). H D is the average disturbed headway

alue between trains that are moving under disturbed conditions and

 D is the disturbed Capacity value associated to the installation under

hose disrupted circumstances. 

The expected I DAP value is obtained using: 

 𝐷𝐴𝑃 = 

INF 
∫
0 

𝐼 𝐷𝐴 

(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
× 𝑓 

(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
𝑑 
(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
(4)

here f(T BT ) represents the statistical frequency of the disturbances

variable T BT for T BT > 0) experienced during the time period of the

eal line service under analysis. I DA (T BT ) is the interval between depar-

ure and arrival of two consecutive trains to a station produced for every

alue of T BT . f(T BT ) is also obtained using statistical analysis of real data

uring the time zone under study to consider the level of disturbance

f the trains approaching the station. This level of disturbance in the

tation under analysis depends also on the level of disturbances in the

ollowing stations of the line that may generate a ripple effect down the

ine. 

I DA (T BT ) depends only on the signaling system and the train speed

rofile and for an existing installation that can be obtained using statis-

ical analysis of train movements real data. In the cases of greenfield or

esignaling projects simulation tools can be used to calculate and evalu-

te Capacity indicators under disturbed conditions. In Fig. 9 an example

f I DA (T BT ) is presented; the straight part of the graph after 33 seconds

f T BT corresponds to values of dwell time of train 1 that actually cause

rain 2 to come to a complete stop. 

The second indicator of the line under disturbed conditions is the

oss of commercial speed caused by the speed reduction generated in

he signaling system. The indicator related to the Disturbed Running

ime (T RD ) is obtained as the expected value of running times T R when

ovements are disturbed, T BT is higher than 0 and the frequency of real

isturbance of trains f is known. 

 𝑅𝐷 = 

𝐼 𝑁 𝐹 

∫
0 

𝑇 𝑅 
(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
× 𝑓 

(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
𝑑 
(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
(5)

T R (T BT ) depends on the signaling system, the train speed profile and

n the frequency of disturbed trains arriving to the station. For an exist-

ng installation it can be obtained using statistical analysis of real data
4 
f train movements. In the cases of greenfield or resignaling projects

imulation tools can be used to calculate and evaluate it. 

In conclusion, two indicators associated to periods involving dis-

urbed trains moving between two nodes have been presented: C D and

 RD . The first one is a measurement of disturbed capacity while the sec-

nd measures the loss of service quality produce under these situations.

oth indicators need to be considered to design and redesign signaling

ystems; a reasonable compromise must be achieved. 

.2. Model steps 

In this section the procedure to apply the proposed model is pre-

ented. The model requires the following steps to perform the complete

valuation: 

1 The minimum ( 𝑇 𝐷2 𝐵 − 𝑇 𝐷1 𝐴 ) value (T BTP ) that allows unhindered op-

eration and the associated I DAP value are both obtained with the use

of the simulator. To accomplish this several 2-train simulations are

performed with the goal of launching the second train as close as

possible to the first one without its movement being disturbed by

the signaling system due to the proximity to the first train. 

2 Using the simulator to perform several runs and starting from the

T BTP value, the T BT value is increased from 0 in successive simulation

steps with the aim of obtaining the I DA (T BT ) characteristic curve of

the node under study. In this step the movement of the second train is

always affected by the first one. Then, the I DA curve obtained with all

the iterations simulated represents a curve of how the second train

is affected by the signaling system as it gets closer to the first one.

In the same way, the running times of the second train T R (T BT ) are

obtained following the aforementioned iterative simulation process.

3 Furthermore, with the analysis of real installation data coming from

the operator the frequency of real disturbances is calculated. That

is the frequency of the T BT variable. From this data and using the

minimum T BTP value that allows unhindered operation found in step

1, the numbers are filtered to obtain the frequency of T BT > 0 values

that cause the disturbance in the installation during real operating

conditions. 

4 The average I DAP value is the basis of the indicator of disturbed ca-

pacity. This average value is obtained as a result of the weighted

average of all I DA values obtained with the simulator weighted by

their real occurrence frequency in the node under study for T BT > 0.

The indicator meaning is clear: it is the average interval considering

the real statistical disturbance level existing in the node and it offers

information regarding the true level of disturbance experienced in

the node. Also, the C D value is calculated and gives information of

the disturbed Capacity Value associated to the installation. 

5 The indicator of average disturbed running time T RD is obtained in

a similar way to the indicator of disturbed capacity. It is obtained as

the average of all disturbed route times (for T BT > 0) weighted by

their frequency of their occurrence. 

Both indicators of Disturbed Capacity and Average Disturbed run-

ing Time T RD constitute a useful tool to decide among different signal-

ng alternatives to redesign existing signaling installations. 

Regarding Disturbed Capacity C D it gives precise information about

he installation usage under disturbed conditions. This indicator is more
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Fig. 7. Track schematic Gràcia – Provença 
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seful than the Theoretical Capacity one because it considers the inter-

ctions between trains; therefore, considering the resulting effects they

roduce to each other and that are transferred through the signaling

ystem. 

The different signaling design alternatives are simulated and then

he aforementioned indicators are obtained. The best signaling solution

ill be the one offering better indicators. This implies a higher level of

apacity in real conditions that include disturbed circulations, but at the

ame time keeping in check the average route time. 

.3. Case study 

In this section an example of resolution of the model presented in

he previous section is described. 

.3.1. Line description 

The FGC Barcelona-Vallès line has been chosen to apply the methods

escribed in the previous sections. FGC (Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat de

atalunya) is a railway company which operates several lines in Catalo-

ia (a region located at the northeast of Spain). And the Barcelona-Vallès

ine connects Barcelona with the cities of Terrassa and Sabadell going

hrough the Collserola range. 

The Barcelona-Vallès infrastructure is fitted with an ATP (Automatic

rain Protection) safety system which is in charge of supervising the

rain speed and applying the penalty brake in the event of safety con-

itions not being fulfilled. This line is equipped with continuous data

ransmission through coded track circuits with a speed codes implemen-

ation scaled to 90/60/30/0 km per hour. It enforces speed limits and

ovement authorities ensuring safety of train movements by comparing

he current train speed to the permitted speed limit. Speed is limited by

he system to protect routes of other trains in the installation or due to

ther existing constraints in the line. 

With the aim of obtaining precise times of the itineraries in the instal-

ation, a parametric model of the section has been implemented using

 simulation tool. This tool allows modelling line profile data and track

opology as well as rolling stock and the routes for each interlocking of

he line. 

The station of Provença is arguably one of the most congested nodes

n the whole network. It is a key station serving several lines: L6, L7,

1, S2, S5, S6 and S7. Hence, it constitutes a perfect testing ground to

pply the tools shown in previous sections. 

.3.2. Simulator description 

The infrastructure topology of the railway line has been devel-

ped in a graphical manner using the OpenTrack tool ( Nash & Huer-

imann, 2004 ), which supports modelling a railway line by means of

ouble vertex graphs ( Fig. 7 ). Graphic elements have attributes that can

e precisely configured by the user. Also, precise data of the rolling

tock such as technical characteristics for every Electrical Multiple Unit

ncluding traction efforts and speed diagrams, weight, length, adherence

actor and power systems can be introduced. In particular, real data ob-
5 
ained from FGC series 112, 113 and 114 currently in service have been

pplied. 

Signaling and ATP systems have been modeled using real data com-

ng from the installation, such as track circuit lengths and gradients,

ignals, routes between signals, switches and ATP system features. 

.3.3. Node description 

The current Provença station was opened in 1929 and has nowadays

 passenger density of 4700 passengers per hour during the rush hour,

nly surpassed by Plaça Catalunya in the Barcelona-Vallès line. This

ensity is expected to be increased even more during the next years

nd the station has been remodeled in 2019 to admit this upcoming

assenger increment. 

.3.4. Description of the traffic pattern under analysis 

The traffic pattern under analysis is formed by the movement of

rains between Gràcia and Provença stations towards Plaça Catalunya.

herefore, trains leave Gràcia station alternatively from platforms 2

GR8) and 4 (GR10). 

The movement of trains follows a route through track circuits A4, A2,

R6, GR4, GR2 and PR2 which corresponds to the platform in Provença

tation. The ATP system implementation follows the design shown in

able 1 . 

The codes follow the definition XX/YY, where XX is the maximum

peed in the current track circuit while YY is the permitted track speed

llowed at the end of the current track circuit. The codes received by

he second train via the continuous data transmission through the coded

rack circuits are shown on Table 1 . They depend on the track circuits

ccupied by the previous train; the closer the trains are the more re-

trictive the speed limits received by the following train become. This is

ecause the signaling system protects the second train route from col-

iding with the previous route, which means that the following train

educes its commercial speed due to the presence of the previous train

nd the reduced speed codes it generates after it. 

. Results 

.1. Application of the model steps to the case study 

In this section the application of the Model Steps to the Case Study

s presented: 

Steps 1&2. Obtention of the minimum T BTP (limit of disturbances),

 DAmin , I DA (T BT ) and T R (T BT ) 

In the table below the results obtained out of the simulations per-

ormed are presented. 

 𝐵𝑇 = 𝑇 𝐵𝑇𝑃 − 

(
𝑇 𝐷2 𝐵 − 𝑇 𝐷1 𝐴 

)
(6)

The first column shows the increment of Dwell Time of the first train

n Provença platform. The second column shows the interval between

he departure of the first train and arrival of the second one (I DA ). And

he third one is showing the running time of the second train; this time

isplays directly the affectation produced on the second train by the
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Table 1 

ATP Speed values allowed in section Gràcia – Provença. 

Occupied Track Circuit A2 GR6 GR4 GR2 PR2 PC18 PC18a PC16 PC14 PC12 

- 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/60 

PC12 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/30 60/30 30/0 0 - 

PC14 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/30 30/30 30/0 0/0 - 

PC16 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/30 30/30 30/0 0/0 - 

PC18a 60/60 60/60 60/60 60/30 30/0 0/0 - 

PC18 60/60 60/60 60/30 30/0 0/0 - 

PR2 60/60 60/30 30/0 0/0 - 
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Fig. 8. T R (T BT ) (y-axis) versus Dwell Time increase for train 1 (x-axis). 

Fig. 9. I DA values (y-axis) versus for T BT > 0. 

Fig. 10. Normalized statistical frequency of T BT > 0 accumulated values (y-axis) 

versus Increase of Dwell Time of Train 1 (x-axis) after the T BTP limit value. 

𝐶  

 

6  

5  

s

 

w  
elay of the first one and its transmission to the second through the

ignaling system. And the fifth column shows the track circuits where

oth trains are located when the disturbance is produced. 

The 0 value in the first column shows the moment when the second

rain is receiving the affectation produced by the first one (time reso-

ution in seconds). This means that it is receiving reduced speed codes

hrough the signaling system and these codes are in turn affecting its

ovement. 

Increasing the T BT value to obtain the I DA (T BT ) characteristic curve

f the station 

In this step the T BT of the first train is increased sequentially by in-

reasing the Dwell Time of the first train; the results are already shown

n Table 2 . With this information the following curve which is charac-

eristic of the Provença station is obtained: 

The figure shows the I DA value that corresponds to each T BT value.

he Dwell Time of the first train arriving to the station is increased se-

uentially. The results show that for an increase in Dwell Time of 28s

he I DA value reaches the minimum value of 52s. After that additional

well Time increments also increase the I DA value until the point when

he second train is fully stopped by the signaling system during its move-

ent. Therefore, after a T BT value of 33s the I DA value is constant and

quals to 56s. 

Step 3. Using real data: Obtention of real T BT , statistical analysis

frequency) 

Real data coming from the installation have been used for this pur-

ose. Those data have been acquired directly from the installation by

 Moviola system, which is a computer-based device that acquires and

aves continuously real-time data from the interlocking. Those data are

btained in database format and are processed using a tool created

pecifically for this purpose that allows filtering to acquire only the de-

ired data. In this case, the data needed for the calculation is the status

f track circuits and the ATP speed codes being injected through the

oded track circuits. These codes enforce speed limits and movement

uthorities to allow the safety of train movements in the installation. 

The indicator related to the Disturbed Running Time (T RD ) (which is

lso used to calculate the I DAP ) is obtained as the expected value of run-

ing times T R (T BT ) when movements are disturbed (T BT is higher than

, therefore the second train movement is disturbed), and the frequency

f real disturbance of trains f is known. The statistical frequency of T BT 

an be found in Fig. 10 . 

Step 4. Indicator of disturbed capacity: Average I DAP value 

Using Fig. 9 which shows I DA values for T BT value higher than 0

nd the statistical frequency of T BT , the average I DAP value is obtained.

he I DAP value equals to 57,47s. The average I DAP value indicator is

btained as a result of the weighted average of all I DA values by their

eal occurrence frequency. 

 𝐷𝐴𝑃 = 

INF 
∫
0 

𝐼 𝐷𝐴 

(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
× 𝑓 

(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
𝑑 
(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
(7)

The C D value is calculated as follows: 

 𝐷 = 

3600 
𝐻 𝐷 

(8)

 = 𝐼 + 𝐷𝑇 (9)
𝐷 𝐷𝐴𝑃 

6 
 𝐷 = 

3600 
57 , 47 + 30 

= 41 , 16 Trains ∕ Hour (10)

The minimum interval between trains without any disturbance is

2s. On the other hand, the I DAP value for disturbed trains equals to

7.47s. This value under disturbed conditions is lower; trains move

lower but also closer between each other. 

Step 5. Indicator of disturbed Route Time: Average T RD value 

The average T RD value indicator is obtained as a result of the

eighted average T RD values by their real occurrence frequency. It is
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Table 2 

Result values obtained with the simulator. 

1st Train Dwell Time increase in Provença (s)T BT Departure-Arrival Interval I DA Train 2 Running Time −( 𝑇 𝐷2 𝐵 − 𝑇 𝐷1 𝐴 ) Train position in disturbance T1 / T2 

-7 69 69 0 - 

-6 68 69 1 - 

-5 67 69 2 - 

-4 66 69 3 - 

-3 65 69 4 - 

-2 64 69 5 - 

-1 63 69 6 - 

0 62 69 7 - 

1 61 69 8 PC18 / GR4 

2 60 69 9 PC18 / GR4 

3 59 69 10 PC18 / GR4 

4 59 70 11 PC18 / GR4 

5 59 71 12 PR2 / GR6 

6 58 71 13 PR2 / GR6 

7 58 72 14 PR2 / GR6 

8 58 73 15 PR2 / GR6 

9 58 74 16 PR2 / GR6 

10 57 74 17 PR2 / GR6 

11 57 75 18 PR2 / GR6 

12 57 76 19 PR2 / GR6 

13 56 76 20 PR2 / GR6 

14 56 77 21 PR2 / GR6 

15 55 77 22 PR2 / GR6 

16 55 78 23 PR2 / GR6 

17 55 79 24 PR2 / GR6 

18 55 80 25 PR2 / GR6 

19 55 81 26 PR2 / GR6 

20 55 82 27 PR2 / GR6 

21 54 82 28 PR2 / GR6 

22 54 83 29 PR2 / GR6 

23 54 84 30 PR2 / GR6 

24 53 84 31 PR2 / GR6 

25 53 85 32 PR2 / GR6 

26 53 86 33 PR2 / GR6 

27 52 86 34 PR2 / GR6 

28 52 87 35 PR2 / GR6 

29 52 88 36 PR2 / GR6 

30 53 90 37 PR2 / GR6 

31 53 91 38 PR2 / GR6 

32 54 95 39 PR2 / GR6 

33 56 96 40 PR2 / GR6 

34 56 97 41 PR2 / GR6 

35 56 98 42 PR2 / GR6 

36 56 99 43 PR2 / GR6 

37 56 100 44 PR2 / GR6 

38 56 101 45 PR2 / GR6 

39 56 102 46 PR2 / GR6 

40 56 103 47 PR2 / GR6 

Fig. 11. I DA values (y-axis) versus for T BT > 0, original (black), alternatives B1 

(blue) and B2 (red). 

c

𝑇  

Fig. 12. T R (T BT ) (y-axis) versus Dwell Time increase for Train 1 (x-axis), origi- 

nal (black), alternatives B1 (blue) and B2 (red). 

 

W  

v  
alculated using: 

 𝑅𝐷 = 

𝐼 𝑁 𝐹 

∫
0 

𝑇 𝑅 
(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
× 𝑓 

(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
𝑑 
(
𝑇 𝐵𝑇 

)
(11)
7 
The minimum T RD between trains without any disturbance is 69s.

hen train movements are disturbed T RD value equals to 75.07s. These

alues show the reduction in commercial speed caused by the distur-
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Table 3 

Braking distances in meters required to stop the train by levels of track 

declivity. Values include the level of additional safety applied by the 

operator. 

92 km/h 62 km/h 46 km/h 31 km/h 21 km/h 

-25 ‰ 572.6 303.3 195.4 116.7 76.4 

0 ‰ 457.7 243.6 157.7 95.2 63.2 
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t  
ances to train movements. These disturbances show up in reduced

peed codes received by the trains running too close to each other. 

.2. Design improvements 

Considering the results of the application to the case study, the track

ayout information and the following data obtained from the brake dis-

ance table: 

Declivity value in the track section to be redesigned is -25 ‰ . This

alue is necessary to calculate the distance required to stop the train

rom every speed value until complete stop. The distance necessary de-

ends heavily on the declivity values, hence they have to be considered.

Option A: Modification of track speed codes without any other

dditional change 

This is the ideal solution as it is relatively the cheapest to be imple-

ented. It only requires an interlocking software update without any

hange to other track or lineside systems. To check its feasibility, the

roper design of the ATP design has to be revised. 

Case a: In this case we should check if a 60/0 reduction could fit

in GR2 where we have now a 30/0 one. According to Table 3 ,

that is not possible as we would need a brake distance of 303,3m

which is longer than the length of PR2 (120.2m). 

Case b: In this case we should check if a 60/0 reduction could fit

in GR4 where we have now a 30/0 one. According to Table 3 ,

that is not possible as we would need a brake distance of 303,3m

which is longer than the length of GR2 (192m). 

Therefore, a solution only modifying the ATP speed codes design is

ot feasible, so this redesign option is discarded. 

Option B: Change in the interlocking software and redesign the

ength of track circuits GR2, GR4 and GR6. 

To redesign this section, we need to consider the distance required

y the train to brake from every speed value until complete stop. Those

alues are shown in Table 3 . Taking them into account, we can try to

djust the length of the track circuits to improve the efficiency of the

odes applied. 

Technical Discussion: In this case, in the event of an emergency

rake at the end of GR2 when there is a 30/0 code (previous train in

C18), the train requires 116,7m to brake completely. The reduction

0/0 requires 303.3m, which is a value higher than the combined dis-

ance of GR2 and PR2. The following table shows the actual distances

resents in the track layout: 

Redesign alternatives: There could be several different redesign al-

ernatives to be applied in this situation. 

Alternative B1: In order to optimize the breaking distances design;

R2 could be reduced to 186,6m (303.3m-116.7m). 

So according to these calculations, a better design of this section

ould be to approach the frontiers between track circuits PR2 and GR2

owards the Provença platform by a distance of 3.5m and also between

rack circuits GR2 and GR4 by a distance of 8.9m. The later modification

ill also imply moving the signal 102 accordingly. 

Alternative B2: In this case, a train applying emergency brake at

he end of GR4 and entering GR2 at 30km/h would require 116.7m to

top completely, which is a distance shorter than the 186.6m currently

resent in GR2. But this reduction is not feasible if we want to keep

he reduction defined in alternative B1; which is reducing from 60/0 in

R2 + PR2. 
8 
Also, a train applying emergency brake at the end of GR6 and enter-

ng GR4 at 60km/h would require 303.3m to stop completely, which is

 distance shorter than the 345m currently present in GR4 + GR2. There-

ore, GR4 could be optimized by making the length of GR2 + GR4 equal

o 303.3m. 

So according to these calculations the frontier between GR4 and GR6

hould be moved towards Provença platform by a distance of 50.6m.

his in turn would increase the length of track circuit GR6 up to 222m.

Selection between alternatives: Both alternatives displayed would

llow trains to run closer in this section under disturbed conditions.

lternative B2 implies some additional works to modify track circuit

imits; therefore, it needs to be evaluated if this additional investment

akes sense from the operation point of view. 

After these modifications, the characteristic curves obtained are the

ollowing: 

The C D value is calculated as follows: 

 𝐷 = 

3600 
𝐻 𝐷 

(12) 

 𝐷 = 𝐼 𝐷𝐴𝑃 + 𝐷𝑇 (13)

 𝐷𝐵1 = 

3600 
56 , 91 + 30 

= 41 , 42 (14)

 𝐷𝐵2 = 

3600 
55 , 47 + 30 

= 42 , 12 (15)

The following table shows the comparison between the base and re-

esign alternatives B1 and B2: 

Both alternatives proposed improve the performance parameters of

he original design. Specifically, B2 reduces I DAmin in 9.61%, I DAp in

.48%, T RD in 5.33% and C D improves in 2.33%. These performance fig-

res are superior to the ones obtained by alternative B1, but they require

 further modification in the track layout which is the displacement of

he frontier between track circuits GR4 and GR6. This displacement im-

lies the rail welding in the present position of the isolating joints to

ove them to their new position in the track where their installation

ill take place. Also, all cabling related to the track circuit connection

o the rails needs to be displaced to its new position. Therefore, alterna-

ive B2 is a solution more expensive than B1 although it provides better

erformance. These indicators allow deciding which is the most interest-

ng solution to be implemented in terms of its cost-efficiency and added

alue to the performance of the installation. In some cases, little indica-

or improvements require a high cost of implementation and hence may

ot be recommended because that money could be better spent in an-

ther point of the installation where its impact on system performance

s going to be much higher. In many cases, even small percent improve-

ents are beneficial when the line is highly saturated during the rush

our. 

. Conclusions 

The railway line Barcelona-Vallès of the Spanish operator FGC is of

reat importance to the metropolitan region of Barcelona. The increase

n passenger demand puts more pressure on the capacity of the line thus

ll possibilities need to be explored in order to squeeze more capacity

rom the current signaling system before getting involved in costly in-

rastructure upgrades. 

In general, Railway capacity increase is one of the great challenges

aced by planners and infrastructure managers. To allow them to choose

he most cost-effective solution among different alternatives it becomes

ital to have suitable tools available. In this article, two different indi-

ators have been presented. These indicators ease the decision process

mong different installation alternatives. The indicator I DAP is a mea-

ure of capacity under disturbed conditions; it is the expected value for

he departure-arrival interval of trains in a node. On the other hand,

he indicator T represents the loss of commercial speed caused by the
DM 
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Table 4 

Original ATP design: shunting PC18 & PR2. 

Shunted Track Circuit & Length GR6 171.6m GR4 158.4m GR2 192m PR2 120.2m PC18 109m PC18a 87m 

Case a: PC18 60/60 60/30 30/0 0/0 

Case b: PR2 60/30 30/0 0/0 

Table 5 

Original ATP design: shunting PC18. 

Shunted Track Circuit & Length GR6171.6m GR4158.4m GR2192m PR2120.2m PC18109m PC18a87m 

Train shunting PC18 60/60 60/30 30/0 0/0 

Table 6 

Modified track circuit distances: shunting PC18. 

Shunted Track Circuit & Length GR6171.6m GR4158.4m 167,3m GR2192m 186.6m PR2120.2m 116.7m PC18109m PC18a87m 

Train shunting PC18 60/60 60/30 30/0 0/0 

Table 7 

Modified track circuit distances: shunting PR2. 

Shunted Track Circuit & Lenght GR6171.6m 222m GR4158.4m 116.7m GR2192m 186.6m PR2120.2m 116.7m PC18109m PC18a87m 

Case a2: PR2 60/30 30/0 0/0 

Table 8 

Comparison of indicators between the original and redesigned cases. 

Indicator Original Alternative B1 Alternative B2 

I DAmin 52 50 47 

I DAp 57.47 56.91 55.47 

T RD 75,07 72,56 71,07 

C D 41.16 41.42 42.12 
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peed reduction generated in the signaling system to protect routes of

ther trains in the installation or other constraints. 

A case study with the application of the described model and its in-

icators has been presented in this work. The results show a reliable

echnique that can be used to improve the signaling of railway systems

n order to increase its capacity levels. In Table 8 are presented the com-

ared values between the original case and the proposed resignaling

olution discussed in section 2.4. The redesigned proposal clearly im-

roves the values of I DAmin and I DAp . Also, T RD and C D value are clearly

mproved. All these changes enable more capacity in the section with-

ut the implementation of expensive changes, just with the displacement

f three track circuits separation zones.The aforementioned indicators

resented can be used to improve decisions taken in the field of design

nd redesign of signaling systems and therefore support the cost-benefit

nalysis process previous to a sound infrastructure investment. There are

any application possibilities available, from choosing between differ-

nt signaling design alternatives by applying the indicators from scratch

n Greenfield projects to selecting the most cost-effective solution to in-

rease capacity in Brownfield Projects. The next steps in this investiga-

ion should be to extend the application to other urban and suburban

nstallations to increase the collection of results obtained. This would

ead to an even better comprehension of the presented method. 
A
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